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Abstract

This study examines what departme heads perceive to be the COmponent

.1k parts in making assignments to faculty teMbers. The paper argues that it'

is imperative to evaluate faculty resources basd on effort required rather.
1. r

)
than on time devoted to given tasks. Based. on a national survey of 491

department heads in twenty-five major uniVersities in the United*ates,

, the authors investigate how department, heads interpret effort required to

teach classes and hdw this effort.varies by discipline (Biglan taxonomy),

by class level, by'number of students, and by type of instructional

techniqtie. The results aee validated against reported time exienditureg

A
from a faculty, activity analysis.
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FACTORS IN TEAQHER ASSIGNMENTS:

MEASURING WORKLOAD BY EFFOT

c.

Fupding f6rmula! Measurement of faculty effort! Sunbathing by,_

students, especially women. These.three phenomena- are especially

upticeable to administrators in the spring of the year; just as cer-

tainly as spring follows winter one cap expect a questionimg of the

figures and formula'involVed. So far as teacher assign mLts andwork-.

load are concerned,.cost considerations and computerized accounting

systems focus attention on the use of faculty, resources in instructional

activity, tf one could measure the Amount o faculty activity for

instructional duties, then it'mi ssib e to determine the ap-

ton, 1965), Eo protectpropriate staffing level for the institution (
7

S.

teachers4from unfai demands (Kilpatridk, 1967), to focus on investigating

instructional quality (Hicks, 1960), and perhaps to. avoid the external

impOsition of "arbitrary" formulas to which the iastitution would have

to 4djust (Shay; 1974). A good overall review of tbese issues has been -)

presented by Gross (1979).

While other efforts have reviewed the componenta of instructional

activities (see Yuker, 1974; Goodwin, 1974 and'Stecklein, 1968 and

1974; for extensive reviews), this research concentrates on effort

required to teach a class and-t appropriatenegs of scales to measurer

uch effort. As a 'consequence, the authors deviate s ^ghtly from pre-

11/7
viously used techniques, such as class size, course evel, teaching

coode, and discipline, Of-cpurse, great disagreement continues-on the

relative influenoe of these factors.

The most frequently used index for measuring activity is the

number of "hours spent per week" in a given activity. Much of the
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,popularization of this index caii be traced,to work on faculty activity

Analysis undertaken by NCHEMS in the 4.r1y 1970's (Romnei and Manning,

1974; Stecklein, 1974).. ,Contact hours as ameasure of activkty (Goodwin,

11970) have been substituted for hours per week, btit this apiroach has 4

aliso elicited sharp critieism'on philoSophical grounds (AAUF, 19.70)..

4

Regardless cif whether hours or-contact hour's are used, a philosophical ,

concern exists over evaluating a Professional activity on the-basis of

time spent r4rer than quality,(Say, 1974;-Enochs, 1960).

The National Science Foundation (1967) offered a seemingly ignored

Solution: measre the effort required for an activity, rather than the

time spent. That report defined effort to include:

1. pegree of engageden of abilities (pative ability,
.experience, learned and acquired skills)

2. Degree of intensity of.application (expenditure of 3

,. energy-physical, ethotional, and mental power), and

3. Amount of time expended (NSF, 1967,'p. 95).

This study r7rte on a t4o-st4, procedure to investigate effort as
i

11)1k

a measure of faculty activity required to teach a class. As such, the

study seeks to establisil a basis for the NSF pro sa and to provide an

alternative to the simple-minded techniques now employed.

Methodology 4

As a frrst step data were obtained.from department heads using a

national sample of 25 comprehensive universities. From-the responses of

these department heads, we developed a mddel.to relate the effort

required to teach A class to the level, size, instructional mode, and

discipline of the class. In a second or validation step, we applied the

model to faculty responses to a typical faculty activity .form.

The questionnaire to department heads was mailed in.March, 1979, to

1014 :department heads in a ,geographically selected sample of twenty-five

ft



comprehenSilie universities: We received 491 usable responses. (A list

of universitiee in the study and the aumber of department: heads'resionding

is n Appendix. A.) the department heads responded_to an open-ended ,

question which asked: t factors do-you eonsider to be most impOrtaat

in determining equity of teaching assignments among faculty-in your

department?" and to,a series of questions which required them to rate

- the faculty effort needed to perform various instructional tasks.'

Respondents related effort to class size and level by assuminithat a,

ehreecredit-hour-lower-division-lecture clrss with 25 'students received,

100 points. Using 100 as the base score, the department heads added on

deleted points as dredit hours and students varied. The respondents

rated 'Varying credit hour^and laboratory classes to various enrollments

(5, 10, 25,,50, 100, and 200) at'four levels (lower and upper division

undergraduates, first-year and advanced graduates). Using the categories

proposed by Biglan (1973), we identified the respondents as being from

academic disciplines which were

a. .Hard or Soft (clarity of definition of paradigm or methods);

b. Pure or Applied (relative concern with practical application), and

c. Life.or Nonlife (relative, emphasis on the ttudy of living systems).

Tliese categorieS, proposed by Biglan (1973), have been investigated

extensively by Smart (for example, see 1975) aad related by him to

characteristics of departmental.activity -(Smart, 1975).

Findingi

The typT1 respondeat was the head.of a department which contained

\v. abOut'29 faculty members and 300 majors with approximately 23 percent

of these majors at the graduate level. Instructional faculty members

typically taught 10 contact hours per week and ,spent abou one-half of
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dft

their time in instructional acuivities (51 percent); abdut one-fourth of

their time.in research, scholarshipsand professional development

(25.percent); and the remainder, in interacting with students '(10 pe'tcent)

institutional service (8 perCent), and other activities (6 ercent).

The results of a content analysis of .the responses to the'que tion

on equity of teahing assigament" are shown in Tabie 1.

121

111.1

(Table 1 about here)

.11

The most important.factors mentioned relate to int ernal assignments

which decrease the instructionali time for a faculty member. The key

point, as related to effort, is that such activity may not be reflected

in the..full-time equivalent characteristic of thelaculty member as4

maintained in institutional data bases.. Other factors, however, reflect

the more traditional-indices such as class level or number oit' students

in a class. Expertise, which i4 one of the factors is a major compOnent

of the-definition of effort as used by the National Science Foundation.

The relevance of "faculty interest.in teaching" also seems logical if

one assumes effort rather than time is the major determinant of equity.

The remainder of this reSear4 involves developing an equation to

explain instructiOnal,effort requited to teach a class and then validating

that equation on self-reported data from'a faculty activity analysis.

The relations hip of effort to the variables of class size, mode of

instruction .(lecture versus lab), level, and Curricula was investigated

by deve4oping lineat models to determine main effects and interactions

and the use 9f natural logarithmic-and polynomia; transformations on

. effort and enrollment. iest fits were obtained with log-log transformations,

4.



Tablekl

Factors in Determining

'Equity id Teaching Effort

Order of
Importance

Percent .

Mentioning
, .

1 Service and Adminiatration 29.1

2 Research Activity 26.9

4
3 .Student Enrollment 24.8

4 Class Level 20.4

5 Zaculty Expertise
. 18.7

6 Ficulty Interest in teaching

"\64.14:4134
7 Department Needs; 12.8

8 Teaching Atiility 12.44

9. Contact HQurs Taught 10.6

10 Supervision of Graduat t dents 9.87
.11 Student Credit Ho rs enerated 9.8

12 Preparation of New Courses 9.0

1

4.

4.



a1though,4A4 shown in Figure 1, there was some curvilinearity for

claises with higher enrollments: A

(Figure 1 about 'here)

om . ww.

166 mmININIMM,11.

The best model to.review independent variables,and their. inter-
./

, ,. ,

. .1 .

actions was.selected based on statistical and udgmtt. Criteria ok -

parsimday. The judgment criterion was used, for example, In a decision

not to use power terms for log enrollment even though these terms were

' significant. In addition, a.detision was made to use a single model for

instiuction for both lectures and laboratories: Such a decision appeared

-justified even though some statistical criteria supported.separate

models inasmuch as-the model for lecture had a higher efficieficy than,

the mOdel for laboratories. Nevertheless, after eXtens1V1 investigation,

the f4lowing model was selected:

Log .Effort = 2.804 + A62 (Lecture) + .1214 (piver UGY.
1,

+ .3215 (First ,G) +.4452 (Adv G)

, .1916 (Nonlife Discipline) + .2939 (Hard Discipline)

+ .4634 (Loge Size) .0560.(Lect x Pure Disciplin) ,

+ .1333 (Lect x Nonlife Discipline) - .2631 (Lect x Hai-d Discipllne)

- .1396 (Lect x Log Size) + -.0329 (Nonlife Discipline x Log Size)e
eN'

ii(F 914.5; df = 12/12604; R =,.682).

In this equation all variables except Log Size are scored:1 for an\
. e

* -observation'in.a category, and Loge is defined as enrollment + 3.5: .

*
The constant 3.5 was empirically determined to maximize the cbllectiOn. Whileall variables were significant (p<.001), knowledge of a curriculum wa'stife or Nonlife (main effect and interaction) and the teraction of lecture x
Rure discipline-might be dropped if one.wanted to simpilify the model.

1 1

I
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. RevieWing the terms=sincluded in the modpl,'two alternative eXplana,
. .

tions dan be- offer&h. Those who have argded_ttlat the .task of teaching,
, . . .

.is based on mode of instruction, curricula, enralment, and class'aeel
. :_,,.. 7 g

e .

'hiive -some ground for their beliefs; it might'also be argued thatifaculaes
.-

.

,
,

,

S.

in higher education have been braihwashed into listing such factors asA
.

influeheing instruction.
.

As previously noted;:- respondents were alsq asked to thihk of a

three-contact7hoUr 'lecture course And i three-contact-hour laboratory

4

witti an enrollMent of-255students as having a value of 100 pqints. .the

,
-department heads in the survey displayed a striking'linearity in what'

they thought eo be the effort required to teach'more,contact hours. As

the coltadt hours ind.eased from 1 to 5, respondents increased effort..

In a similar fashion they' increased effort With class size, at feast

tnitially. Figure 2 displays the fact that some efforst is reeluired to

teach a class even with zero Contact hours--a phenomenon.whichteachers

recognize as necessary for vorking with registrars, program committees,

aad preparation of material.

(Table 2 and Figure 2 about here)

te-

While additional information from the departnent heads was obtained

on the effort required for advising, independent study, thesis com-'

mittees,-and multiple sections, similar information was not.available

for use in the-validation phase of the research and therefore.is no

repOcted af this time. The validation phase, while eXpltAatory in

nature, provides insights on the relationship of effort'to time.

r"'
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Table 2

.
/Neans and St'andarck-Devrattions of

Faculty Eff,ort\Required to;Teach A.
Cdurse of 1 to 5 Contact Hours

41P

4

.1

4

5

Contact
,lourg

.Lecture
. .

Average . Sfandard ----,
Effort .Deviation.

Laboratory
Average . Standard
Effort

),1

Deviation

-1
-4404

3

4

, '5

44.14

72.91

100

127.96

158.70

4

15.57

10.24

12.44

29.00

46.35

73.81

100:

'1277.134

158.28

16.34

13.76

-14.4

- 34:58.

-(.--141.

40

4

"-

44.

1 4

t.

5.
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ValidAtion Phase

4.
The validation ptiaAe of t is study provides .an opportunity to test

results from the department he 4 study aga#st data collected in'another

survey, in 1975, faculty membees at a'cOmprehensive southeastern state

university responded to a statewide faculty activity questionnaire,.

which asked them to report the hours they -spent on each class and on

other activities during a census week which fell id the middle of a fall

term. Thepsuzvey'instrument 'employed wis fo6 of the Faculty

ACtivity Analysis.developed by NCHENS.(Ramney and MAnnini, 1974).

In order to.apply the model of effort as a funaion of class-

characteristics to infortatian from the faculty _activity analysis,,the

model was re-run using a combined,level for ,graduate enrollment. This

4.yielded a weight for graduate le'vel of .342'comOared to the full model

of ;329 for firsi-year and .445 for advanced graduate level classes.

OthefLregression weightii- changed less than .001, and the R
2

for the:

reduced model was,461-versus..465 for the full model.
A

Considering each class taught as a separate observation, analyses

were undertaken for linear; linear-Tlog, and log-log variations in the

relationship between_time and effort. The log-log model proVed.to be. the

best (loge tithe = -1.579,+ .777. loge effort, R .= AlthoUgh the.

other models had a reasonably close efficiency (R = .45). The inclusibn

of the variables, e.g., Biglan's categories of lecture versus labora-

. tory, caused a statis ally significant increase in the log-log Model

(R'= .546); howeve this finding is not considered to constitute a'

major differenCe when cons.idering the'fact that the .53]. came fram'a

validation process which did not takeiadvantilge of sampling error..

In order to take a closer.look at the relationship between time and

effort, classes were grouped by effort, and the mean time for each group -

,

p.
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of classes was.computed: These means

line for individual classes are shown

exists until it becomes discontinuous

alcng with values of the regression

in Figure'L A strmagyelation

at an effort of about 220,

equivalent'to a typical undergraduate lecture class of about,300 to 400

students. Based on cUrrent practices, it is probable that thiS dis-

represents the use of graduate assistants, computer graded-coptInUity

tests, aild
.

similar procedures wtich are employed tp aid instructorain

coping w4h large courses.

(Figure 3 aboyt here)

-

vioNms

The second validation ofthe department head's model reseulted from
S.

comparing total time spent by faculty members as a function-of,tota1

effort requiredgfor their classe. The equation which"gave the beat

ftt of total tine to total-effortewas again in lee-log:"

Loge (Total-time) mi'Loge (0,fort) x 1- 1.246

at ii .738, A .,i :01)

1

The means of total.time spent for vaiious projected amouets of
i

. ,

effort are shown in F4gure 4 along with the points expected.from the

regreasion line. Again, as with the data using classes as the. unit of

observation, there is a noticeable discontinuity for the higher,levels

of effort.

116'.`

. (igure 4 about here)

1 f

f

The third validation ittpIved a comparison-of the relative amount

of time an indivtdual spent on a 'class with-the relative effort required

to teach the class. In this test we wanted.to-avoid'biasing'the resu

1 8

-

-
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by allawing.time to be evenly divided since teacher* with twocliisses

might keport about one-half of their time on each class and.those with'

ehree would tend-to'report about one-third on each, etc. ,The valida-.

tion,-therefore, was tested on the difference from the amount expected

if aa individual were to spend the same amount. of time on each class:

11"
TIMEIJTime deviation

4

Total timei Number of Class esi

U ' -

.. .-.
.

Effort deviation
ij.

. EFPORT j.
.

Total Effort . Number of Classes,.

for elm jth class:of the ith person.

Time deviation, when regressed on effort deviation, gave the follo%aing
1

equation:

44

, Time deviation = .755 Effort deviiIion (R .60; p < .001)

The gots of this.eguation alo4-with'the. mean time devia;ions for7those

at 44tous levels of effort deviation are sh.own in Figure 5. i possible
. _ .

. , .

discontinuity vists as indicated by the dashed line where the faculty'

meMber has.a.'udifference'limen". (Guilford, 1954, 13. 22) for classes of

typical difficulty'(-:05 to + .025 for effort deviation), but the

findings' thereafter react in a linear fashiongus the class requires

amounts of etfOrt beyond those limits._-

(Figure 5 about here)

a- 44 44.4.

- Discussion and Conclusions

This research has produced four major findings:

1. All of the variables postulated to make a iffeence, in amount

oreffort required tp tiMeh a class do make a difference. These variables

include Biglan's curridula groups, size of class; mode of instruction,

and level of class.

,44
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2., In the.lorceptions of the-department heads, as enrollment
- .

incFeases, effort increases but at a decreasing rate. This is shown by

tht superiority of the log-log model...
t.

3. .As the'antitipated effort to teach a class or a group of

classes ingreasea, the 'time spent increases but at a'decrea6ing rate.

\This-is shwn irt.the superiority of the log-log mod%1 in the first and

seconeVillidation analyses.

4.. The relative time spent on a c;asS.by an individual wilh more

than one class is proportional to.the'relative effort to'teach.the

Thii:*,shOwn ih the linearity, of-the relationship in Figure.5.

'The'Alection of enrollment size'is made to produce equal distances

in logarithims, for it is assumed tgat if some amount of effort is
r

required to teach one student then some additional.effOrt is required
4.

for several solients:

A effort = f (A enrollment/enrollment)

If one fyrther uses-the general case of.the Weber Law,

K = A enrollment/(enrollment)n

the result is that the response measure.(effort) is a'pol'ter function of

the stimuli (enrbllment).and the relationship between the two is linear

in logarithims (Guilford, 1954, P. 41).
r

There is an implication in the scaling method (especially from the

nonlinearity in logs of the ratings for laboratories) that the depart-

ment heads responded not.only to the external reference point (for

example, a 25-person-loWer-division lecture) but also to current practices

in tIceir departments. This concept, known as Adaptation Level (Guilford, 1954),
4.

leads to a modellin which.the judgment is influenced by (a) the Standard

class with an enrollment of 25, (b) the actual classes used in the

4
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411' .

Validatibn, and (c) the typical claSs (by mode of instructionf and class

level) as reported by'department heads.
40.

Further research sh9uld consider the feasibility tf imvestigating

factors which are peculia-r-Ifo specific'departments at given,universities

(for example; contextual stiUli) as suggested by-Bolton (1965).. This

further investigation-of contextuastimuli isparticularly'important

If factors 47il1 reduce.the time buf not the-effort spent on specific -

0
Instructional assignments .or if,these factors repre'snt Undesirable

"traditions.".'

On the pAlosOphica1 dimension; the use of effort avoids the

negative connotations of "hour's on the job" noted by Shay'(1974) and

seema to be to .his Ciocept of "flexible,units' 'that allow for.,

differences in the various aspects of, faculty work." While it does not. 4

directly measure quality of results, it is a good input.measure.agaillat

which to evaluate quality since it inclUdes factors which may be 4 partk

of quality,forrexample, intensity, ability, and time.

,

The resulus:ton the relative time versus relative-effbrt analysis
.

. .

support the belief by'Stecklein (1968).that the proportion of activIty

is a triable alternative to total number of hours; -In general, spending

a larger proportion of time on an activity is directly and linearly

,

related to the relative(effort of that activity. Stecklein.alSo appears

-to be correct in his belief that faCulty'have a.good feel for'the number

of hours spent on an activity.

This present validation study does not relate effort ih instruction

to other major activities such as student serviCes, professional develop!
,

ment, research, or scholarship. The data also do not consider new

preparations, number of.preparations, independint study, studet advising,
.

or the use graduate assistants.

6

A-)

5.

11"
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The fouith finding, however, demonstrates the clear need to have a

construct such as effort to measure the activity required to teach a

clase. Consiaer a faculty 'member assigned two classed who spends 21

hours per week on the two actrvities with 14 hours devoted to clasic A

which requires twice as much effort as claes B. But suddenly the pro-
0

fessor's available time is reduced to 18 hours because of a committee

assignment. The feurth finding implies the possibility of a readjustment

of.til to 12 hours to class A and 611ours to class B. If one uses the

measure of "hours per week" then an error term must be included since

either class A takes 14 hours or 12 hours'Or some middle amount with
t

both expenditures of time varying from the true amount by an error. The
-

use of a model built on effort can* xpect, either I2-or 14 hours based on

the relat1ve effort devoted to the classes and the total time available.

"Time.spent" on activities is based on"the complex interactidn of

. the class, the faculty member, and the environment. In a professional

process.ft is questionable whether it should be used in considering

equity of assignment or appropriateness of staffing. "Effort required,"

on the oiher hand, is en intrinsic characteristic of a specific activity,

which is performed through a mixture of time, ability, and intensity.

This tesearch removes Some but'not all af the concerns stated. in

theliSE leport (1967) over the subjectivity and*ndnquantitative character

of effort and helps to establish practical grounds,for using the con:cept

of effort as a basis for understanding and measuring the activities of

aCademic faculty melbers. We have shol.;n the potential for developing
6

staffing-models and ultimately funding formulas based on effort by

demonstratinhe -.ollsistenc; of judgmgnt of a knowledgeable group of

'professionals.
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Appendix A

Distribution of Respondents.

and Questionnaire Response

N4mber of Number of
Questionnaires , Queetionnaires Percent

Mailed Returned Return-
.

University of Arizona ir, 70 ..

-.

University of Arkansas . 51

Auburn University 45

Clemson University 41
,

University Of Connecticut 46

Cornell University 48

Florida State 'University- 34

University of Florida 72.

University of Georea 57
. .

Iowa State University S
53

University of Iowa 54

University. of Kansas
.. 52

University of Kentucky 53

Louisiana State University 49

Michigan State Uhiversity .69
\\,....

-University of Minnesota 65

No'rth Carolina State University 47
?,

University of Noith Carolina 44

PennsylVania State University 71

Purdue University 49

Chiversit3i of Tennessee
. 50

-
Texas A & M University 56-

University of Texas 50

University of Vermont 40

West-Virginia University 48

Total 1314

-*

24 34.3

21 41.2

20 44.4

22, 53.7

13 28.3

14, 29.2'
. .

12

24 33.3

28 .249.1

20 37.7

20 37.0

16 30.8
(--

. 29 54.7

22. 44.9

29 42.0

17 26.2

25 53.2

13 29.5

10 14.1

16 32.7

22 44.0

17 30.4

19 38.0

16 40.0

20 41.7

489* 37.2

Two additional respondents did not identify their institutions.

2 8
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